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Appendix 2

From: duncanbradbury 
Sent: 02 May 2022 15:06 
To: Tierney, Eileen <eileen.tierney@derbyshiredales.gov.uk> 
Subject: Herd 5, DALE Road 

 Warning External 

Mr Duncan Bradbury . MATLOCK ANTIQUES Ltd. 

7,Dale Road Matlock. 

Derbyshire DE4 3LT 

The flat, 7 Dale Road Below Matlock Antiques adjoining 5 Dale Road, The Herd. Is a single parent with a 6 
year old child, should not be subjected to late night music and rowdy noise from people drinking next door. 

As this happened when it was the Herd before, people constantly up and down the metal fire 
escape,smoking and drinking being very loud and thowing there cigarettes over onto my property. 

The conditions currently being discussed should not be permited due to the residents being so close. there 
should be no extention granted, as there are many late night pups and clubs on dale road we do not need 
another. 

We have had problems before and do not want any more stress in our lives, from alcohol induced 
aggression. 

I have had to get intouch with the environmental Health on numerous occasions regarding noise from the 
kitchen extractor fan and the smell of food from the flue not fitted high enough. These were discused with 
the previous owner but nothing was done to solve the problems. 

regards Duncan Bradbury 

From: Duncan Bradbury  
Sent: 30 April 2022 17:38 
To: Licensing Inbox <LicensingInbox@derbyshiredales.gov.uk> 
Subject: Herd 5,DALE Road  

Warning External 
I strongly object to the application for music and late night opening and any out door eating and drinking 

As there is a tenant living next to these premises, a one parent family,a child of 5years of age with a young mother ,it is 
impossible to subject a child with the noise and disturbance  

There are enough drinking houses on DALE Road without making a family more stressful and unsafe 
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Regards Duncan Bradbury  

Owner of 7 DALE Road MATLOCK Derbyshire DE4 3LT 


